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Creating Your Perfect Profile
YOUR PROFILE CHECKLIST:

Your profile is the first thing a new contact will see. It only takes
seconds for someone to decide whether or not to connect further,
so make it memorable and impactful.
Use clear and professional photos of yourself. People want to put a
face to what they are reading. "Faces connect, bodies sell."
Use power adjectives to describe who you are. (Founder, Creator,
Owner or Operator)
Your summary is important because it gives you a chance to tell
people WHY you do something, not simply what you do.
Fill out every section (Experience Section, Education, Volunteer
Experience and Licenses/Certifications). Remember your profile is
designed to tell people how they can benefit from being connected
with you—it's not a generic boring resume.

Creating Your Perfect Profile
Your profile is the first thing a new contact will see. It only takes seconds
for someone to decide whether or not to connect further, so make it
memorable and impact.
NOTE:

Questions to ask yourself....
What are the key words I should use?

Who is the best person or profession for me, my
product, good or service?

What are some jobs I have had in the past that I can
include on my profile?

Creating Your Perfect Profile
Use power adjectives to describe who you are.
NOTE:

What power adjective best
represents you and your
business?
1. President
2. CEO
3. Founder
4. Owner
5. Operation
6. Creator

Creating Your Perfect Profile
Your summary is important because it gives you a chance to tell people
WHY you do something, not simply what you do.
NOTE:

Extra tips for your profile
Make sure your summary section is anywhere
between 500-1500 words in length.
Let people know what you have done, what you do
now and what your goals are for the future.
Let people know what makes you different with all
that you have done in your career.

Creating Your Perfect Profile
Fill out every section. Remember your profile is designed to tell people how
they can benefit from being connected with you—it's not a generic boring
resume.
NOTE:

1. Fill out your experience section dating
back as far as you can go.
2. Make sure your education is filled out,
even if it's only through high school.
3. Fill out all licenses and certifications that
you have gathered over the years.
4. LinkedIn loves philanthropic activities, so
make sure you fill out all volunteer
experiences you have participated in.

Exploding The Size Of Your Network

EXPLODING YOUR NETWORK CHECKLIST :

Commit to doing something everyday to build your network. Do
searches on Mondays and Fridays. On Tuesdays, Wednesdays,
Thursday, Saturdays, and Sundays, send out connections via the "My
Network" section. Send messages to new connections everyday.
Respond to incoming messages everyday.
Do specific searches to find people with your shared interest and
look for people with few shared connections.
Have a marker so that you can keep track of your recent
connections. This will help you not skip any new connections or
accidentally send an opening message to the same person morethan
once.
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Exploding The Size Of Your Network
Commit to doing something every day to build your network. Do searches
on Mondays and Fridays. On Tuesdays, Wednesdays, and Thursday, send
our connections via the "My Network" section. Send messages daily to your
new connections. Respond to incoming messages that very day.
NOTE:

Extra tips to remember:
Make sure you don't connect with just
anyone. Be specific so you don't get your
connection ignored.

Make sure you don't get connection
happy. Too many sent connections can get
you blocked.
Make sure you clear out your "sent
connections" in the "My Network" section,
under "manage connections".

Exploding The Size Of Your Network
Do specific searches to find people with your shared interest and look for
people with few shared connections.
NOTE:

To help get your started, write
down some search examples of
who the best people you should
connect with:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

How To Start Conversations
STARTING A CONVERSATION CHECKLIST:

When you message someone, always start with their name first, the
reason why you reached out second without pitching or selling and
always finish with a call to action of when to talk third.
Your messages to your connections need to feel authentic and
comfortable for you.
The way people respond to your messages could be a clue as to
whether or not they are a good fit for your business or service. You
don't need or want to work with everyone.
There are only three ways someone can respond to your messages:
Yes, no, or nothing at all. If someone wants more information first,
you can still get them on a call to form the connection and trust
first.

How To Start Conversations With New Connections
Your messages to your connections need to feel authentic and
comfortable for you.
NOTE:

Craft Your Own Message:
State their name:

The reason for reaching out without
pitching or selling:

Your call to action to get on the phone
or zoom:

Leveraging Daily Notifications To Start
Conversations

Once a day, click on your notifications and send messages to those who are
having a work anniversary, a happy birthday or celebrating a new job position.
It's a great conversation starter and a great way to nuture the connection.

NOTE:

How many messages are you sending a
day?
New Connection Messages:

Happy Birthday Messages:
Work Anniversary Messages:
Change Of Job Position Messages:
Work Promotion Messages:
Total:

Creating Engaging Posts
on LinkedIn
KEY TAKEAWAYS:

When you make a post, you want it to be relevant, relatable and real.
Make it something that your ideal audience is likely to resonate
with.
Ideally, you should strive to post once a day to stay top of mind with
your audience. You are in the business of solving problems for
people, so let your post reflect that whether they are specific to
your business or not.
Don't make every post about your business. Being overly promotional
is a turnoff. I like to post engaging material to bring my audience
closer to me, then I acknowledge likes and comments with private
messages. These can be conversation starters just like your daily
searches and messages strive to do.

Creating Engaging Posts on LinkedIn
When you make a post, you want it to be relevant, relatable, and real. Make
it something that your ideal audience is likely to resonate with.
NOTE:

Make sure your posts do one of 2
things.....

1. Educates your audience on something
they need to know.

2. Informs your audience on something
they can do to help themselves and their
business move forward.

Creating Engaging Posts on LinkedIn
Ideally, you should strive to post once a day to stay top of mind with your
audience. You are in the business of solving problems for people, so let
your post reflect that whether they are specific to your business or not.
NOTE:

What are the different posts I can
do?
An informative or educational video

An informative or educational post

A market research poll question

Publishing Articles
Posting articles on LinkedIn is something you can do as little as 1x per
week. Consistency is far more important than frequency.
NOTE:

Productivity hack for writing
articles......

Since there's no character limit on the
length of your articles, a great way to engage
your audience is to take content from your
blog (if you have one), and repurpose it as
an article on LinkedIn.

